The N×N queen's puzzle is the problem of placing N chess queen on an N×N chess board so that no two queens attack each other. This approach is a classical problem in the artificial intelligence area. A solution requires that no two queens share the same row, column or diagonal. These problems for computer scientists present practical solution to many useful applications and have become an important issue. In this paper we proposed new resolution for solving nQueens used combination of depth firs search (DFS) and breathe first search (BFS) techniques. The proposed algorithm act based on placing queens on chess board directly. This is possible by regular pattern on the basis of the work law of minister.
INTRODUCTION
The n-queens problem introduced in 1850 by Carl Gauss and has been studied for many decades by scientists. The n-queens problem [7] is an effort to find a placement of n queens on an n by n chess board so that no two queens attack each other [1] . Today, this problem has opened as a research field among of practical and engineering applications such as traffic control, VLSI testing, parallel optical computing, communications and etc. Classical methods to solve n-queens problem contain search heuristic methods, local search and conflict minimization methods [1, 2] . However, it has been considered new artificial intelligence (AI) techniques and strategies to solving n-queens problem versus traditional methods to solve this problem in recent years.
In the literature, there are many researches in this domain. In classical approach, backtracking algorithms are used for solving n-queens problem that make all possible resolutions [1, 4] widely. The backtracking algorithms generate the solution vector one component at a time and then test it. According to the criterion function to define whether the vector being formed still has a chance of success [1] . However, backtracking search is not able to solve the large size n-queens problem [9] .
Solutions to the n-queens problem can be performed as an ntuples (q1, q2, q3,…,qn). Each queen must be on a different row and column so that no two are in the same row, column or diagonal. Finding resolution for n-queens problem composed of three types. Fist type is an effort to acquire new resolution.
Next type is finding a family of resolutions and last type is finding all resolutions. Empirical observations indicate that n is increasing lead to the number of solutions increases exponentially [2] .
The paper deals with n-queens problem and present new resolution for it. The paper structured as follows: in the next section, we review the previous works in the literature. Section 3, is proposed new resolution for solving n-queens problem based on AI techniques. Section 4, describes the results of comparisons and evaluation. In the section 5, we conclude the results of computing in this paper.
REVIEW LITERATURE
In the body of literature, various researches are done to overcome n-queens problem. For example, Sosic and Gu [3] proposed an novel local search algorithm with conflict minimization to solve the n-queens problem. This algorithm is significantly faster than any backtracking search algorithm and is capable of solving the n-queens problem in linear time. Backtracking algorithms offers a very limited class of resolutions for great size boards. Because, it is difficult for a backtracking search to detect resolutions that are separate in the solution space considerably [3] .
Reference [4] presents probabilistic algorithm utilizes gradient-based heuristic search. This algorithm is able to generate a solution for extremely large values of n. In this algorithm, a random permutation generator is used to place the queens on the board and reduce the number of collisions by swapping a pair of queens. The results indicate that the number of permutations necessary to build a resolution is usually very small [4] . Also, reference [5] defines perspective of n-queens problem and presents the classification of applied algorithms for the n-queens problem into three categorizations. Manzuik [6] implemented a binary Hopfield neural network (HNN) in the asynchronous mode as well as in the synchronous to solving n-queens problem. The HNN is a simple artificial neural (ANN) network. It is able to save specified patterns in a manner similar to the brain in that the complete pattern for a given problem can be recovered if the network is indicated with only regional information [1] . The results show that convergence rate is up to 100% and the experimental predicate of the average computational complexity is polynomial [6] .
Various models of ANN such as HNN are able to adapt and learn from input information in optimization problems such the n-queens problem and many more. Also, Shagrir [10] continually oscillates but relaxes into a resolution in polynomial time and it solves the n-queens problem regardless of the dimension n or the initialized values.In addition, in reference [8] , has been presented a new algorithm by global parallel genetic algorithm to solve n-queens problem. Also, reference [9] presents a new probabilistic algorithm that it is based on gradient based heuristic. It is capable to find a resolution for millions of queens and runs in polynomial time with a local search.
PROPOSED METHOD
The goal of this paper is implementation DFS, BFS recursive function for n-queen problem. Then, we compare two algorithms base on run time and used memory. First we give some information about DFS and BFS algorithms:
Depth First Search (DFS)
Suppose that undirected graph G (V.E). We want to find available as a special node V. Assuming that start the search from node V, first we met node V then such node W that already have not been met and the second adjacent to node V is chosen and continue the depth-search with node W. finally our search lead to find a node like U that there isn't any node that not met in the list of adjacent (proximity) in this step we need, return and chose another node if there are selection and met it, and the same goes the process up again at the start of the node V is reached and the algorithm ends when received the node V and not met a neighbor. Thisalgorithm is shown in the Table 1 . 
Breadth First Search (BFS)
This approach is strategy for searching in a graph when limited to essentially two operations:
 visit and inspect a node of graph  gain access to visit the node that neighbor the currently visited node
The BFS begins at a root node (V) and inspect all the neighboring nodes. Then for each of this neighbor in turn, it inspects their neighbor nodes which were unvisited and so on (Table 3) .
Table3: BFS Algorithm
Alg Table 4 .
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Table4: Quasi Code for BFS Algorithm 1) Create an array for store nodes(UN) 2) Crate an array for store results(BFS_results) 3) Create first node for start 4) Add this node to array UN 5) Create child's of this nodes 6) Delete this node from array and check for being answer 7) If result is true 7-1) Add this node to results array 7-2) Add this node's child's to array(UN) 8) Else 8-1) Delete this node from array 9) Repeat steps 4-8 for start node's child's Table 5 is shown thequasi code for checking corrected node. 
Table5.Quasi code for checking corrected node

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In BFS algorithm we just keep a tree (the breath first search tree), a list of nodes to be added to the tree, and marking on the vertices to tell whether they are in the tree of list. Depth first search is another way of algorithm which is closely related to preorder traversal of a tree. Recall that preorder traversal simply visits each node before its children. It is most easy to program as a recursive routine. Maximum needed time and space for this algorithms respectively S(n) €ø (n ) , T(n,e) €ø (n+e) and if we use adjacency matrix S(n) €ø (n) , T(n,e) €ø (n.n). (n: number of nodes and e number of graph edge).
In Table 6 we used DFS and BFS algorithms for 8- According to up results, we can see the average run time to reach the first answer in DFS algorithm 0.44928 second while this time for BFS algorithm 12.00108 second. Therefore, the DFS algorithm is quicker than BFS algorithm. Number of extended node in DFS algorithm is less than BFS algorithm therefore the needed memory for BFS is more than DFS. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed new blind algorithm for solving nqueens using combination of DFS and BFS methods. The proposed algorithm act based on placing queens on chess board directly. The results show that performance and run time in this approach better then back tracking methods and hill climbing modes. As a result, the DFS algorithm is quicker than BFS algorithm and Number of extended node in DFS algorithm is less than BFS algorithm as well as the required memory for BFS is larger than DFS. Using this method, time and cost of solving n-queens problem is minimized in comparison of old methods. As future work, we can also find more efficient algorithms to solving n-queen problem based on other AI techniques.
